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Windows 10 DFIR and InfoSec Challenges
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Why Focus on Windows 10?
• As of this January, Windows 10 is more widely used than 
Windows 7

• January 14, 2020 is the Windows 7 EOL Date

• Windows 10 will become the de-facto OS in enterprises
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Windows 10 is the LAST Version of Windows

Source: [1]
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Windows as a Service (WAAS) 

Source: [2]
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WAAS = IT & InfoSec Pain 
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Windows 10 File System Analysis
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ActivitiesCache.db
• Present by default since Spring 2018 update

• Stored as a SQLite Database:
• C:\Users\<user>\AppData\Local\ConnectedDevicesPlatform\<co

ntext.User>\ActivitiesCache.db

• Records:
• All applications that executed
• Activity within each application (files opened, URLs browsed, …)
• Timestamps of activity

Sources: [3-6]
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Browsing Activity Logged in Activity Cache
{"displayText":"Making my 1980's Garage Door Smart! -
YouTube",

"activationUri":"microsoft-
edge:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H3gVqSgoQak",

"appDisplayName":"Microsoft Edge",

"description":https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H3gVqS
goQak

<snip>
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Background Activity Monitor
• Present since Fall 2017 release

• Stored in the System hive:
• CurrentControlSet/Services/bam/UserSettings

• Records:
• All applications that executed
• User (SID) responsible for execution
• Time of last execution for each path
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RecentApps
• Stored in each user’s NTUSER hive:

• Software\Microsoft\Windows\Current Version\Search\RecentApps

• Records:
• All applications that executed
• Time of last execution for each path
• Number of times executed
• (In most cases) files accessed by the application, up to 10

Sources: [8, 9]
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System Resource Usage Monitor (SRUM)
• Windows 8.1+
• An ESEDB at
• C:\Windows\System32\sru\SRUDB.dat

• Monitors a significant of activity:
• Network Connectivity
• Network Data usage
• Application Resource usage
• Windows push notifications
• Energy usage

Sources: [10, 11]
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Example Network Usage Tracking:

All Tabs Available in Produced Excel Sheet:

Parsed with srum-dump: [34] 
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Amcache
• Another source of determining what ran on the machine
• Available starting with Windows 8 
• Includes (but not limited to):
• Full path to the file
• Last modified and created timestamps
• Product & company name
• PE file description and size
• SHA1 Hash
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Tracking Artifacts of Program Execution
• Read “Available Artifacts - Evidence of Execution” [7]
• Also read [8]

• Contains a link to a public spreadsheet of all known 
forensic artifacts that track program execution

• The Windows version(s) and sub-version(s) where each 
artifact is present is noted
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Windows 10 Memory Acquisition Challenges
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Challenge 1: Signed Driver Enforcement 
• Windows 10 enforces signed drivers when running with 
Secure Boot enabled [15]

• A local code signing certificate is no longer enough to 
meet these requirements

• Instead, drivers must be submitted to Microsoft’s HLK 
portal and pass its tests [16]
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Challenge 2: Virtual Secure Mode (VSM/VBS)
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Source: [12] 
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Credential Isolation
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Source: [13] 
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CG Prevents Cached Credential Harvesting
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• “Live” credential harvesting still very much possible

• memssp module of Mimikatz [14]

• Any userland keylogger
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Source: [17]
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VSM and Acquisition Tools

Source: [18] – Image from July 2017
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Required Setup for Testing Acquisition Tools
• Enable ALL security features
• Credential Guard, Device Guard, Secure Boot, etc. [19, 20, 21]
• MS is pushing this as the default

• Test on bare metal hardware with a TPM chip in use
• Testing in a virtual machine leads to inaccurate conclusions

• Fully update the operating system
• Use the 64-bit OS version
• Test on a system with at least 16GB of RAM
• After acquisition, deeply test with a memory analysis tool

• Not just a process listing!
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Challenge 3: Hibernation Files
• Before Windows 8, hibernation files were a great memory 
forensic resource as they contained a complete copy of 
RAM at the time of hibernation

• Upon resume, the volatile memory data in the hibernation 
file was left untouched

• Memory forensic tools, such as Volatility, could perform 
nearly complete memory analysis of such files
• Caveat: Network connections are closed as part of hibernation
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Modern Hibernation Files Pain
• Unfortunately, the format and function of hibernation files 
completely changed starting with Windows 8 [22]
• Including wiping out of volatile memory data upon resume
• Making extraction of hibernation files from live systems generally 

useless

• Furthermore, the role of hibernation changed as Windows now 
takes advantage of new hardware power states [23]
• Particularly, “Fast Startup” which logs out active user sessions before 

hibernating 

• To leverage hibernation files now, you must pull them from 
disk images but they may not have much information anyway
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Windows 10 Memory Analysis Challenges
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Challenge 1: Gathering Encryption Keys
• Historically, recovery of software encryption keys was a 
major capability of memory forensics [25]

• Since July 2016, Microsoft has required hardware 
manufacturers to include TPM 2.0 capabilities [24]

• This removes the key(s) from main memory for 
applications that leverage the TPM, such as Bitlocker

• An aside: [26] is a really nice read on sniffing Bitlocker
keys with a FPGA and physical device access
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Analysis without Encryption Keys
• Files that were accessed from an encrypted container will 
be plaintext in memory
• Extract these with Volatility’s filescan and dumpfiles plugins

• There is a reasonable chance that the container’s 
password (or something close to it) will be in memory
• Run strings on the memory sample and then use the output as 

your password cracking database
• JTR and Cain will try variations of these strings as well
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Challenge 2: Memory Compression
• Modern processors are now so efficient that it is (much) 
quicker to compress “swapped out” in memory compared 
to writing them to disk

• Originally implemented in Linux and OS X [27]

• Now fully integrated into Windows 10 [28]
• Page file only written to if needed
• Pages in the page file stay compressed
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Memory Compression Challenges
• Have you ever run strings, bulk_extractor, or page_brute
over a page file or memory sample?

• If so, you will get very limited results on Windows 10 due 
to the widespread use of compression

• One approach is winmem_decompress [29]
• Bruteforce attempts to decompress all pages 
• Slow, but effective
• Add this to your Windows 10 workflow!
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Memory Compression Analysis  
• Work released in the last month by FireEye can analyze 
the compression stores to find compressed pages [35]

• Support was implemented for Volatility and Rekall

• We are currently comparing our implementation to 
FireEye’s and expect to have a finalized version “soon”
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Challenge 3: Swapfile.sys
• Windows 8+

• Used to swap out the entire memory space of “Modern” 
Windows applications at once [30]

• No current structured analysis of this file, research still 
needed
• Use strings, bulk_extractor, page_brute, etc. for now
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Challenge 4: Encrypted KDBG & Volatility
• Starting with Windows 8, the critical KDBG structure is 
encrypted in memory

• By default, Volatility has to scan for several values to 
decrypt this structure [31, 32]
• This can take 10+ minutes (or much longer) on some samples

• To speed up analysis, you can tell Volatility immediately 
where to find the value
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Volatility & --kdbg
$ python vol.py –f sample.vmem --profile=Win10x64 kdbgscan

Instantiating KDBG using: Unnamed AS Win10x64 (6.4.9841 64bit)

Offset (V)                    : 0xf8038f350a60

Offset (P)                    : 0x2750a60

KdCopyDataBlock (V)           : 0xf8038f249a14

Block encoded                 : Yes

Wait never                    : 0xec7965400f888f50

Wait always                   : 0x1f112fcfe023b80

KDBG owner tag check          : True

<snip>

$ python vol.py –f sample.vmem –-profile=Win10x64 --kdbg=0xf8038f249a14 pslist

With --kdbg set, Volatility does not have to scan for the encrypted 
data and can instead immediately let plugins perform their analysis
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Challenge 5: Volatility Underscore Profiles
• Historically, Windows profiles for Volatility would remain 
accurate between ”major” updates, such as Service Packs

• The rapid release cycle of Windows 10 has broke this 
model

• Now, to perform accurate analysis, you must rely on the 
“underscore” Windows 10 profiles that correspond to the 
major release
• Full details at [33]
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Conclusion
• Windows 10 introduces a large number of new forensic 
artifacts as well as analysis obstacles 

• Blue Team work flows must be updated to gather all 
available artifacts and to not miss crucial information

• Red Team: How many of the new artifacts does your anti-
forensics techniques cover? 
• I have yet to see anything comprehensive, even in real IR 

engagements 
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Questions/Comments?
• Contact:
• andrew -AT- dfir.org
• acase –AT- volexity.com
• @attrc
• https://www.linkedin.com/in/andrewcase
•
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